
Rational discipline



 

What is Rational Discipline? 
Imagine how your classroom would be if  your students practiced 
more self  control. Rational Discipline is one approach that can help 
students be responsible for their behavior in your classroom and in 
your school. Our strategy requires that adults provide explicit options 
for when conflict emerges and choices for when your students finish 
assignments. With adults acting as coaches, Rational Discipline can 
promote the development of  your students’ ability to respond calmly 
and think strategically when conflict occurs. Ultimately, we cannot 
control others. And only have control over our own responses. What 
options will you teach for peaceful conflict resolution and what 
choices will you provide when students finish assignments to 
maximize learning time? 

Questions To 
Consider: 

Do my students 
understand that 

conflict is natural? 

Do my students 
know their options 

for solving 
conflicts? 

Do my students 
know what to do 
when they finish 

their work?

 

Rational Discipline 
A strategy to establish conditions for learning in the classroom.

Check out our Rational Discipline video @conditionsforlearning.com

http://conditionsforlearning.com
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Two Parts to the Discipline Equation: 
It is important to let students know what productive 
methods they can use to address a conflict when it 
arises. At the same time, students must know that you 
as the teacher expect them to choose one of  these 
strategies. Conflict is a natural part of  life, and the 
strategies students choose when conflict emerges can 
either promote a positive or negative classroom 
environment.  

The second part of  the discipline equation is to ensure 
that students always have something to do when they 
finish assignments. Being idle should not be an option 
in your classroom. Idleness creates opportunities for 
misbehavior. Providing choices for students when they 
finish assignments increases students’ autonomy and 
self-direction. Consider adding activities to your list that 
are easy for students to access, do, and put away. 

ASSESSING THE RESULTS: 
Each month, ask a handful of  students from 
each grade level the following questions: 

• What can you do when you have a conflict? 

• What can you do when you finish 
assignments? 

Report findings to your staff, and compare the 
results to your school’s  internal behavior data.  
Are students using the strategies? Are we 
seeing any improvements in our discipline 
data?  What is our school climate data telling 
us?  Do students or teachers need more 
support in implementing these strategies?

Additional assistance, including resources, classroom 
management strategies, and coaching information 

can be found at conditionsforlearning.com. 
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Resolving Students’ 
Conflicts  

Ask students to write names, 
date, and details of the issue to 

be solved on a 3x5 card.

1

Before meeting with 
students, review the issue 
and determine possible 

consequences.

2

If the problem 
was 

resolved, 
encourage 
students to 

share how 
they solved their 

problem.

4

Ask the author of the item if the 
issue is still a problem. Many times 
the students will resolve the issue 

before conflict resolution takes place.

3
Praise 

students for 
choosing to solve 

the problem 
peacefully.

If students still have an 
issue to be resolved, 

have the author 
share his/her side of 
the story. You might 

ask students to use 
an I Message to 

summarize the incident.

5
Remind 

students involved that 
they will have an 

opportunity to tell their 
side of the issue and not 

to interrupt when 
others are speaking.

Date: 6/1/2007 

Issue: Willie took my pencil while I was working on 
my homework.

Name: Johnny and Willie

“I feel 
(emotion) 
when you 

(behavior) and I 
would like you 
to stop please.”

Resolving Students’ 
Conflicts



 
 

Find more at conditionsforlearning.com. 

If the stories are drastically 
different, you may need to 
ask for witnesses to help 

clarify discrepancies.

6
If one student is 

clearly at fault, he/she 
may offer an apology.

7

Closure: Be sure to 
provide feedback/
compliments at the 
end of the meeting.

9
Keep a record of 
all incidents and 
share information 
with parents and 

administrators.

10

Enlist the ideas of 
students to share 

consequences if an 
apology will not suffice or 

refer to your list of 
possible 

consequences. 
For example, 

if a pencil 
was in fact 
taken, then 
the pencil 

ought to be 
replaced.

8

Consequences 
should be 

reasonable and 
related to the 

offense.

   Pro Tips: 
• Start by asking each student if they are ready to 

have the conversation. This is most effective when 
each student is approached individually, before 
they are brought together to begin resolution. 

• When the students are together, remind them that 
they are not in “trouble”.  Students are often 
guarded because they are anticipating drastic 
consequences and an adult’s demeanor can suggest 
that drastic consequences are the only option.  The purpose of Conflict 
Resolution is not for a student to feel like they are in “trouble”, but instead to 
problem solve and strengthen relationships.

Conflict 
Resolution

http://conditionsforlearning.com


    

Student Responsibility is at the Heart of  Conditions For Learning

C O N D I T I O N S  F O R  L E A R N I N G

If I Have A Conf l ic t, I Can 
Students must be EMPOWERED to solve problems peacefully and think  

critically about the strategies that work with particular students... 





	

	

	

	“I”	Message																																																																																																		Date:__________________						
																																						From:___________________			to:	_________________	
	
I	feel	_________________________________________________________________________________________	
	
	
when	you	______________________________________________________________________________________________		
	
	
and	I	would	like	you	to	stop	please.	
	
	

	“I”	Message																																																																																																		Date:__________________						
																																						From:___________________			to:	_________________	
	
I	feel	_________________________________________________________________________________________	
	
	
when	you	______________________________________________________________________________________________		
	
	
and	I	would	like	you	to	stop	please.	
	
	

	“I”	Message																																																																																																		Date:__________________						
																																						From:___________________			to:	_________________	
	
I	feel	_________________________________________________________________________________________	
	
	
when	you	______________________________________________________________________________________________		
	
	
and	I	would	like	you	to	stop	please.	
	
	



Conflict	Resolution	Form	
	
	

Name:__________________________________________													Date:_________________________________	
	
	
I	have	a	conflict	with	______________________________________________________	
	
	
Write	what	happened	below:	
	
_________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________	

	

Conflict	Resolution	Form	
	
	

Name:__________________________________________													Date:_________________________________	
	
	
I	have	a	conflict	with	______________________________________________________	
	
	
Write	what	happened	below:	
	
_________________________________________________________________________________________________	

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________	
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Conflict Resolution Form 
 

Name: ______________________________                                                              Date: ______________________________ 
                                

I feel:  
 

 
What happened? 
 

     First                                         Next                                   And then… 
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Debrief Notes: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



Behavior Reflection 
 
Name_________________________ Date__________________________ 
 
Destination ____________________ Time __________ Return _________ 
 
 
I have been asked to write about my behavior because I… (describe what 

happened, what did you do?) 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
How does this behavior interfere with your learning and the learning of 

others? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 
What will you do differently next time? 
_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 



Teacher Notes: -

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 



Behavior Reflection 
Name: Date: 

I feel: @ ® @) � Q 
Mad 

Sad Hurt Worried 
Uncaring Alone Scared Afraid Angry 

Unhappy Sorry Anxious 
Indifferent 

Frustrated Neutral 

I Wh t d"d you d ?o. L ' h earning can t appen b ecause ... ex 1me N tf I ·u WI • ••

Write your apology: 

---------------- Conditions For Learning -----------------



Understanding People’s Motivation 

One of the ways to support students in managing their behavior and support positive 
peer interactions is to understand children’s misbehavior - keeping in mind that 
ultimately, people want to belong and feel important. 


The following chart outlines four hidden reasons for misbehavior and what students 
and teachers can do to help their classmates belong and feel important.


Hidden Reasons For Misbehavior 

One way to support students when they exhibit concerning behavior is to respond in  
ways that are encouraging. We can communicate to children that they do belong and 
are capable by employing the following strategies: 


Encouragement Chart 

Undue Attention 

(stay busy with me)

Power 

(to be the boss)

Revenge 


(to get even)

Assumed 
Inadequacy 

(give up, be left 
alone)

Because I feel…


Irritated

Worried

Annoyed

Because I feel…


Angry

Mad

Frustrated

Because I feel…


Hurt

Upset 

Disappointed 

Because I feel…


Hopeless

Helpless



Specific language makes expectations clear for students. Accomplishing 

those expectations are opportunities to provide praise and feedback. 

Are statements that make your expectations clear to students. 

Example: Let’s see who can . . . Let’s see which groups can . . . have their 

books inside their desks, be seated in their chairs, have their hands folded 

on top of their desks, and have their eyes on me waiting for the next 

instruction.

Students are finishing an art project. What challenge statement can you 

express to let students know your expectations for cleaning up?

Create your own challenge statements

Procedures are strictly defined so that each step is clear and 

 unambiguous to the learner. These steps can be modeled by small  

 groups of students.

Example: I am going to ask group 1 to line up at the door. Let’s watch 

them as they stand up quietly, push in their chairs, walk carefully to the 

door, provide space between themselves and the person in front of them, 

keep their hands to themselves, and wait quietly for the next group to be 

called.

List other tasks that require specific clarification-teaching-and practice.

Letting students know how much time they have to complete   

 tasks-working backwards.

Example: You have 5 minutes to . . You have 3 minutes, You have 2 

minutes, You have 1 minute, Let’s see which groups can have…in 45 

seconds, 30 seconds, 20, 10, 5, 1, 0.

What tasks should be time framed to make expectations clear about when 

tasks should bee completed?

 Conditions For Learning-Engaging,Responsive,Inspiring www.conditionsforlearning.com



The Power 
Of Praise: 

“Let ‘em know, let ‘em know.”

Are you discouraged by or 
disappointed in students who are 
not doing what you would like them 
to do? If you are frustrated, your 
students are likely to be frustrated 
as well. 

With all of the demands of today’s 
classrooms, it can be very easy to 
focus on negative student behavior. 
However, the way we respond to 
student misbehavior can have a 
significant impact on school climate. 
When observing student behavior, I 
have noticed that the overwhelming 
majority of students  are doing what 
we are asking them to do, so... let 
them know. Challenge yourself to 
articulate the kind and respectful 
things that students do. Say it out 
loud. Use praise and make it clear 
that you are always looking for the 
best in your students.

continued on page 2

Increase Your Praise To Redirect Ratio (5:1)

DEFINITION: Explicit verbal 
statements or non-verbal gestures that 
provide limits for student misbehavior. 

VERBAL - Example: “Stay in your seat”, 
“Do not interrupt while others are 
speaking”, “Now is not an appropriate 
time to sharpen your pencil”, “Keep the 
legs of your chair on the floor”, etc.
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Materials: Whiteboard, Marker, Cheerful Disposition : )

Try this: 

1) Divide students into groups and make a request (take out your book, 
pencil, paper, etc.).

2) Observe students doing what you’ve asked them to do.

3) Say, for example: “A point to groups 3 and 4 for taking out books 
immediately, a point for groups 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 for taking out their 
pencils...”).

4) Place tally marks on the whiteboard by groups that are following 
through with your requests. 

5) Add up tally marks, review totals with students, and continue this 
process for several weeks.

REDIRECT 

NON-VERBAL  - Use gestures to 
communicate a desired behavior. Place a 
finger over lips for quiet, slowly move your 
hand from a high position to low position 
for sitting down, “pause” (stop talking)
when being interrupted and then finish 
your thought.

REMEMBER...
Relationships Are Critical:

* Write to your most challenging students 
on a daily or weekly basis.

* Assign competence to difficult students 
by expressing to the class what they do 
well.

*  Make positive phone calls home

* Laugh

http://www.conditionsforlearning.com
http://www.conditionsforlearning.com


The Power 
Of Praise:

continued

• • 

Recognizing what students do 
well when you make requests of 
them can help communicate 
your behavioral expectations. 
Additionally, using praise 
strengthens relationships 
quickly.  Many students will do 
what we would like them to do 
but need our encouragement.

Point out when students come in 
quietly, wait patiently for 
directions, work hard on their 
homework, use inside voices, 
help others, clean up quickly and 
quietly, raise their hands, walk 
instead of run, win graciously, lose 
respectfully, pick up that extra 
piece of paper, help someone read, 
work out a math problem, finish an 
assignment and find something 

else to do, solve problems 
peacefully... let them know. 

Some classroom management 
experts suggest using praise 3 to 4 
times for every one redirect (sit 
down please, remember to raise 
your hand, use an inside voice, 
etc.). 

When you increase your praise to 
redirect ratio you will begin to 
shift your classroom climate. Let 
your students know you are 
watching and appreciate their 
kind, respectful deeds.

J. Knighton

GROUP POINTS: A TEMPORARY SCAFFOLD FOR YOU AND YOUR STUDENTS

Behavior theorist B.F. Skinner  
introduced us to the concept of 
operant conditioning - providing a 
reward  when a desired behavior is 
performed.

Group 1                        IIII IIII 
Group 2            IIII IIII IIII IIII	

Group 3	
 IIII IIII II
Group 4	
 IIII IIII IIII IIII III
Group 5	
 IIII IIII IIII III
Group 6                        IIII IIII 
Group 7	
 IIII IIII IIII IIII I

WARNING

Don’t have a plan for how to deal with difficult students 

When a problem arrises they react emotionally, lose their temper, and 

respond ineffectively.

REACTIVE TEACHERS:

Fix: Identify the reason for student misbehavior (Undue Attention, Power, 

Revenge,  Assumed Disability) and develop a plan for intervention.

Personalize students’ responses

And potentially put themselves in situations where they are involved in 

hostile, verbal confrontations. 

Give up on students

Lack of success with a student often quickly leads to labeling the student 

as (hyperactive, lazy, unmotivated, etc.). 

Using group points during the first two 
weeks of the school year can help develop 
positive methods for interacting with 
students and make feedback clear, direct, 
and encouraging. 

When awarding points, try organizing 
your day into sections (opening to 

recess, recess to lunch, lunch to the 

end of the day). 

Reflect

Group points are a temporary language 
scaffold - a way to communicate your 
behavioral expectations, redirect student 
misbehavior, and set limits.

Fix: Stay in control and realize that you have a choice in how you deal with 

student misbehavior. 

Fix: Identify talents or interests of students and provide opportunities for 

them to showcase their brilliance.

Debrief with students at the end of 
each interval. Discuss how students 
can work together to improve point 
totals.
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